MAINTENANCE MACHINIST
Lafayette Venetian Blind, a locally owned manufacturer of custom window treatments, is seeking an
experienced Maintenance Machinist. This position will assist in all aspects of the industry including but
not limited to: CNC machining, electrical, mechanical, Strong HVAC understanding, general construction,
Welding/ fabrication, and production improvement. We are looking for a qualified individual with the
experience to meet the needs of our 300,000 square foot manufacturing facility. Specifically, we are
looking for an individual with an understanding or proficiency in the following areas:

Special Skills:

1. Machining skills; in house Machinery available for use are Horizontal Lathe, Vertical Mill, and
a 3 Axis Hurco CNC.
2. Ability to review, discuss, and implement CAD drawings for Machined parts with Plant
Engineer.
3. Ability to operate Machinery will receive immediate consideration. LVB prides itself on the
ability to stay in house with Machining and tooling as needed.
4. CNC machine training is available for those candidates not familiar with Hurco VMone
operating system and protocols.

General:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Ability to read blueprints and schematics.
General knowledge and ability to facilitate appropriate construction practices.
Self-motivated, organized, possessing good mathematical skills.
Quick learner in a diverse field which requires creative solutions to complicated
issues.
Strong problem solving skills.
Strong knowledge and understanding of multi-discipline tool needs as well as an
ability to use them.
Fostering team oriented skill sets, sharing knowledge to develop a single minded
approach to repair and maintenance.

Construction:
1.
2.

General knowledge working with drywall, painting, carpet installation, and
existing construction repair.
Exterior Maintenance of building including roof leak repair and HVAC
maintenance.

Computer Skills:
1.
2.

Understanding of basic Microsoft Office skills for entering Maintenance Data.
PLC Programming is a plus.

Physical requirements:
1.

2.
3.

Ability to stand on feet a large portion of the day, significant walking and lifting
required up to 70#.
Ability to climb ladders and work in areas above the ground.
Capable of working in in-climate weather.

In general, we are looking for a well-rounded individual who is confident, possessing exceptional critical
thinking skills, high level of ability and motivation. Willing to take on a challenge and succeed. We are a
hands on company that relies on its internal employ to progress from concept to completion with as
little outsourcing as possible.
We offer a comprehensive package of pay and benefits. Please send resume, or make application at:
Lafayette Venetian Blind, Inc.
3000 Klondike Road
West Lafayette, IN 47906
humres@lafvb.com
An EOE

